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Module   Lesson   Subject   Outcome   

Survey   1   Grower   
Assessment   

Determine   your   ideal   garden   type,   select   complementary   
crops,   and   estimate   your   production   capabilities.   

2   Site   Assessment   Assess   the   size,   soil,   light,   and   weed   populations   on   your   
site,   and   make   appropriate   plans   to   correct   less   than   ideal   
conditions.   

3   Mastering   Your   
Growing   Zone  

Understand   the   unique   characteristics   of   your   growing   
zone,   and   adjust   planting   and   harvesting   dates   
accordingly.   

Design   1   Bed   Layout   Determine   the   ideal   bed   size(s)   and   orientation   for   your   
vegetable   garden.   

2   Seed   Selection   Understand   the   potential   differences   between   seed   
varieties   and   identify   those   best   for   your   context.   

3   Intensification   
Methods   

Learn   when   and   how   to   incorporate   succession   planting,   
relay   planting,   and   interplanting   in   your   garden   plan.   

4   Garden   Plan   Create   a   customized   plan   for   your   garden   space   and   
growing   zone.   

Build   1   Soil   Learn   how   to   establish   and   maintain   fertile   soil   using   your   
local   resources.   

2   Irrigation   
Systems   

Select   and   build   the   most   appropriate   irrigation   system(s)   
for   your   context.   

3   Weed  
Management   

Identify   and   implement   the   three   key   weed   management   
strategies   to   create   and   maintain   a   weed   free   garden   
space.   

4   Supporting   
Infrastructure   

Create   a   personalized   infrastructure   roadmap   to   clarify   
and   focus   your   garden   development   plans   each   season.   



Plant   1   Planning   and   
Record   Keeping   

Create   a   planting   schedule   for   your   garden   plan   and   
region.   

2   Indoor   Planting   
Techniques   

Learn   how   to   create   optimal   conditions   for   starting   seeds   
indoors.   

3   Outdoor   Planting   
Techniques   

Learn   how   to   create   optimal   conditions   for   direct   seeding   
and   transplanting   outdoors.   

Grow   1   Pruning   Learn   why,   how,   and   when   crop   performance   can   be   
improved   with   pruning.   

2   Trellising   Compare   different   trellising   techniques   and   identify   the   
best   method   for   each   type   of   crop.   

3   Pest   Management   Create   a   location   specific   pest   management   plan.   

4   Season   Extension  Understand   the   basic   principles   of   season   extension   and   
identify   which   strategy   is   appropriate   for   each   context.   

Harvest   1   Timing   Recognize   the   different   harvest   patterns   in   your   garden   
and   understand   how   these   patterns   affect   the   harvesting   
requirements   for   each   crop.   

2   Handling     Learn   how   to   best   wash   and/or   handle   each   crop   
immediately   after   harvesting.   

4   Curing   Storage   
Crops   

Identify   which   crops   need   to   be   cured   after   harvesting   and   
learn   how   to   create   the   optimal   conditions   for   this.   

Store   1   Storage   Zones   Understand   the   conditions   that   must   be   maintained   to   
successfully   store   raw   vegetables   for   an   extended   period.    

2   Processing   
Methods   

Identify   the   most   appropriate   processing   methods   to   
preserve   each   crop   when   raw   storage   is   no   longer   
possible   or   desired.   

Eat   1   Food   Waste   Identify   strategies   to   minimize   food   waste   and   streamline   
procedures   for   composting.   

2   Eating   in   Season   Create   a   year   round   meal   plan   that   incorporates   your   
garden   produce   in   each   season.   


